The integrals obtained in m y last paper on this subject were deduced by the same process which afforded the determinants in the first paper. I t is obvious th at these integrals could be found by a more direct investiga tion. This is what I am now going to attem pt. I t will be found moreover th at the present method will have the advantage of clearing away the am biguities arising from the existence of common factors in the algebraical coefficient of the highest differential, and the denominator of the exponen tial in the solution. I t will also be found to lead us to certain ulterior results.
Let us take the differential equation 0 +(*'+/ 3' *+ r v ) + O"+ P "*+ + (a " '+ /r tf+ y " '^)y = 0 .
Let us now p ut in this equation y = E (x )e J * *^+v*)' W e shall easily see th at it is impossible for the exponential to contain higher powers of (a?) than here given. Then we shall have hence if we have a 0 + a1x + we must have
Now this series can evidently be written in the form y= R(a?)e'>o+»ii*+ •••+v *"*, where R(a?) can be expanded in descending powers of (x). Hence if this value of y be substituted in the proposed differential equation, we may de termine ij0, tj1 } . . . yp by the same process as before.
on Linear Differential
To determ ine A r, A r~1 , . . . , let where R x(^) can be expanded in descending powers of and therefore A 0, Alt Ar, . .. be determ ined as before.
In th e same way, by p u tting a?=6 + , we may determine B 0, Bx , . . . In order to exhibit the accuracy of this reasoning, I will form some dif ferential equations from given primitives, and then see if the above process will enable us to reproduce these prim itives as solutions.
L et us take the prim itive y = ( a ? + l)e*2+3*+#-j* From this we may deduce th e differential equation in which the numerical coefficients are of no consequence, as the equation does manifestly not admit of an exponential solution. If, then, the differ ential equation admits of a solution in the proposed form, it must be one of the two forms, 1 ,__1_ y=sR(a,*)e* +3*+ * -i o ry = R (# ) e~3 *-1 , where R(a?) is a rational and entire function of ( ) or a rational fraction. Using the first form, we should of course determine it equal to 1.
As a second example, we form from the primitive, y = (a ? -the equation If we put here y = I l( z ') e /tlzfa+,'z\ employ the formulae given in part of the paper, and equate the coefficients of the highest powers of (2) to zero, we have v2-2 v = 0 , 2/uv-2 p = 0 , whence and /j= 0; and y must he one of the two forms ft (r)c'*+ *2, or R(.r)e *2.
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